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INTRODUCTION

THE JEAN TALON & ATWATER MARKETS

Concern over the modern food system has been reflected in the proliferation of
local food systems and initiatives in North America.
These initiatives include farmers’ markets, offering short food supply chains that
minimize the distance and intermediaries between production and consumption.

Established in 1933, the Jean Talon and Atwater Markets are the largest, arguably most popular,
of 15 markets that comprise Montréal’s Public Markets. Hosting a variety of vendors, from
butchers to bakers, fruit and vegetable vendors predominate the marketscapes during the summer.

FINDINGS
Fruits and vegetables were sourced from vendors’ farms, other farms across the
southern Québec region, and sometimes from international production origins.
Most vendors used a mix of direct supply chains (from vendor farm to Market)
and short supply chains (involving one intermediary).

Despite rising popularity, ‘local food’ continues to have multiple and contested
meanings.

The use of diversified, auxiliary supply chains was motivated by perceived
consumer demand, with considerations towards ecological limitations and
economic risk.

RESEARCH AIM & QUESTIONS

Vendors at the Markets defined and delimited ‘local’ by the provincial
boundaries of Québec. ‘Quality, freshness, and value’ were perceived as key
characteristics of local food.

My research aims to investigate the commodity chains of fresh fruits and
vegetables sold at the Jean Talon and Atwater Markets in Montréal, Québec.

global supply chain

1. What are the roles of the actors, the Markets, and commodity chains involved
in the production and distribution of fruits and vegetables within the local food
system of Montréal?
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2. What are the geographic origins of the fruits and vegetables sold at each
Market and what are the characteristics of the supply chains and distribution
methods contributing to the Jean Talon and Atwater Markets?
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3. What constitutes ‘local’ for the fruits and vegetables sold at the Markets and
how are these perceptions articulated and embedded along the commodity
chains?

METHODOLOGY
Maps: Provenance of select fruits & vegetables sold by participant vendors
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My research pertains to the fruits and vegetables sold at the Markets and the
vendors selling them during the summer growing season. Participant vendors
(n=20) comprise kiosk proprietors, farmers, and employees not associated with
agricultural production.
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Figure: Conceptual model of the fresh fruit & vegetable (FFV) commodity chains supplying the Jean
Talon & Atwater Markets. The porous boundary of Montréal’s local food system is permeated by the
global supply chain. (Source: Author)

CONCLUSION
The Jean Talon & Atwater Markets are embedded within Montréal’s local food
system, co-constituted by food systems operating on regional and global scales.
The fruit and vegetable commodity chains supplying the Markets link producers
across southern Québec to urban consumers on the Island of Montréal and involve
regional and global wholesalers.
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This study employs a multi-methods approach involving questionnaire surveys
asking open-ended and fixed-response questions, informal conversational
interviews, and observations.
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Map: International flows of agricultural commodities to the Markets. Canada = sourced outside Québec. Lines crossing International Date
Line connect to New Zealand & South Korea.

Conceptual expectations and the material product flows of local food clash.

